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Update August 10, First-person servers were originally rolled out in a couple of regions and only for solo and
duo games. It also means we can all try the new perspective in squad games with four-player teams. The news
was announced in a tweet: Leaderboards will be added later. Update August 1, Though the focus is on the
new key-and-crate system for cosmetics, there are also a tonne of exciting new gameplay features, balance
tweaks, and technical fixes. And once again, this is a purely optional system, and you are not forced into
participating if you do not feel like it. You will still get a fully featured game. Currently, this limit is set to six
crates per week, and you are free to trade them on the Steam Marketplace. I also want to point out that the full
cosmetic system is still being discussed internally, and we are taking your concerns into consideration when it
comes to the ability to get free cosmetics by playing the game. The Survivor crate includes a number of pretty
cool trenchcoats and some fingerless gloves, while the Wanderer Crate includes a gas mask. On to the patch
notes. You can now rejoin games if you were disconnected in the middle of a match, and V-sync has been
added â€” great news if you were suffering any screen tearing. You also now have the option of choosing
first-person-only mode when starting a game. Car horns and tyre screeching on motorcycles have also been
added, as has a brand new sniper rifle â€” the Mk14 EBR â€” which can only be obtained from care packages.
Additionally, the game will now support Xbox controllers and you can now report toxic players. There are
also a tonne of optimisations on both the server and client side, so hopefully the game should run a little more
smoothly. Told you it was extensive. And those are only the headlines; you can read the rest of the notes in
full here. Update July 25, To start with, first-person servers will only be available in solo and duo, and only in
the NA and EU regions. Here are the latest patch notes: Fixed a bug where characters got stuck in doors after
partially destroying them Fixed a bug causing the door Interaction UI to appear even after doors were
completely destroyed You can now use consumables while browsing the inventory during a reload Fixed a
bug where characters could not pick up items while running despite seeing the looting animation Fixed a bug
where characters would shake in spectator mode while running On August 3rd, we will be adding the
following to the game in our monthly update: The PUBG subreddit is pretty ecstatic about the news, as
first-person servers have been high on their wish-list for some time now. The ability to swivel the camera
degrees around your character in third-person gives players much more awareness of their surroundings,
taking some of the risk and intensity out of tactics like camping or situations like room-clearing.
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2: Curious Kids: Where did the first person come from?
In grammatical terms, first person, second person, and third person refer to personal pronouns. Each "person" has a
different perspective, a "point of view," and the three points of view have singular and plural forms as well as three case
forms.

She grew up in the Belmont neighborhood of the Bronx, New York City, and later described herself as having
been a "frail, blond, introverted little boy who ran from fistfights and rough-and-tumble games". Army at the
age of Sex reassignment[ edit ] Returning to New York after military service and increasingly concerned over
as one obituary later called it a "lack of male physical development", [4] Jorgensen heard about sex
reassignment surgery. She began taking estrogen in the form of ethinylestradiol and researching the surgery
with the help of Dr. During a stopover in Copenhagen to visit relatives, she met Dr. Christian Hamburger , a
Danish endocrinologist and specialist in rehabilitative hormonal therapy. Jorgensen stayed in Denmark and
underwent hormone replacement therapy under Dr. She chose the name Christine in honor of Dr. She obtained
special permission from the Danish Minister of Justice to undergo a series of operations in that country. On
September 24, , surgeons at Gentofte Hospital in Copenhagen performed an orchiectomy on Jorgensen. As
you can see by the enclosed photos, taken just before the operation, I have changed a great deal. But it is the
other changes that are so much more important. Remember the shy, miserable person who left America? The
vaginoplasty was performed under the direction of Dr. Angelo, with Harry Benjamin as a medical adviser. He
wrote, "Indeed Christine, without you, probably none of this would have happened; the grant, my publications,
lectures, etc. Jorgensen was an instant celebrity when she returned to New York in February The publicity
created a platform for her, and she used it to advocate for transgender people. New York radio host Barry Gray
asked her if jokes such as "Christine Jorgensen went abroad, and came back a broad " bothered her. She
laughed and said that they did not bother her at all. However, another encounter demonstrated that Jorgensen
could be offended by some questions. As she was the only scheduled guest, Cavett spent the rest of that show
stating that he had not meant to offend her. Later life[ edit ] After her vaginoplasty , Jorgensen planned to
marry labor union statistician John Traub, but the engagement was called off. In she announced her
engagement to typist Howard J. She left behind the ranch home built by her father in Massapequa and settled
at the Chateau Marmont in Los Angeles, California for a period of time. It was also during this same year that
Jorgensen published her autobiography Christine Jorgensen: A Personal Autobiography, which chronicled her
life experiences as a trans woman and included her own personal perspectives on major events in her life. She
was known for her directness and polished wit. She once demanded an apology from Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew when he called another politician "the Christine Jorgensen of the Republican Party" Agnew refused
her request. In her nightclub act, she sang several songs, including "I Enjoy Being a Girl", and at the end made
a quick change into a Wonder Woman costume. This performance was recorded and has been made available
as an album on iTunes. She died of bladder and lung cancer four weeks short of her 63rd birthday. Her ashes
were scattered off Dana Point, California. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding inline
citations. Statements consisting only of original research should be removed. May Learn how and when to
remove this template message Jorgensen was faced with a world that placed strong societal emphasis on
adhering to gender binaries and strict notions of masculinity and femininity. When Jorgensen was first
exposed to the book The Male Hormone in the s, the same traditional ideas of masculinity were reinforced
through its pages. As the book posed, masculinity could be restored to individuals by utilizing male hormones.
It was then that Jorgensen realized that the attitudes of the book were not aligned with her personal
experiences and questions about gender identity. She refused to dismiss her personal sentiments and questions
as confusion about sexuality and began taking estrogen. The significance of Jorgensen choosing this path was
one of the first stages of transgender identity being legitimized and explored as a subject for both Jorgensen
and the American public. Gender was not the set binary as people once thought of it, and doctors were
redefining gender with the term " psychological sex ". Jorgensen was an example of this; her gender was not a
result of her biological sex. The question of what determined sex emerged, and the spectrum of sexuality
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identity included chromosomes, genitalia, and body actions. The topic was complicated overall, as doctors
tried to define and reclassify sexuality, but that did not come easily. For example, doctors tried to distinguish
transsexuality from transvestism and homosexuality , but at the same time also tried to decontextualize them
to make it simpler for people to understand. Traditional gender norms were questioned, and Jorgensen
reinforced what it meant to be a woman despite her original sexuality. She took on the notions of femininity.
She saw herself as a founding member in what became known as the " sexual revolution ". It was the sexual
revolution that was going to start with or without me. We may not have started it, but we gave it a good swift
kick in the pants. John Hansen played Jorgensen as an adult, while Trent Lehman played her at age 7. To
critical acclaim, Louryk dressed as Jorgensen and performed to a recorded interview with her during the s
while video of Rob Grace as comically inept interviewer Nipsey Russell played on a nearby black-and-white
television set. Transgender historian and critical theorist Susan Stryker directed and produced an experimental
documentary film about Jorgensen, titled Christine in the Cutting Room.
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This is an article from Curious Kids , a new series for children. All questions are welcome â€” serious, weird
or wacky! Where did the first person come from? What an awesome question, Maeve! Why, I hear you ask?
Well it kind of depends on what you mean by a person. It might seem obvious to us today what we mean by a
person. You, me, or mum, your teacher at school, or the people you might meet while holidaying overseas.
The partial skull of a modern human Homo sapiens is placed between a Neanderthal or Homo
neanderthalensis skull on the right and a complete modern human skull on the left. How do we get allergic to
food? Scientists give scientific names to all species. These labels make it easier for us to communicate with
each other and to make it clear exactly which species we are talking about. The honey bee, for example, is
called Apis mellifera, while a rose is named Rosa gallica. So, all of the people alive today belong to the
species Homo sapiens. And, as we travel back in time, archaeologists have found bones from people belonging
to our species which are at least , years old. This actually makes us a very young species compared to most of
the millions of other species alive on the planet today. The skeletons of these very early people have been
found by archaeologists in places like Morocco in North Africa, Ethiopia and Kenya in East Africa, and in
South Africa. This Homo sapiens jaw was found by archaeologists in an old mine in Morocco. These very
ancient people are all members of our large extended family and they are the ancestors of everybody alive
today. They slowly spread across Africa, living in every nook and cranny they could during the first , years
that our species was around. They settled down by the coast, in the mountains, and eventually even in the
desert. But by about 70, years ago, a small group of them left their African homeland and spread out across the
rest of the planet, setting up home in Asia, Australia, Europe, and eventually in the Americas. Animated map
showing how early humans migrated across the globe. Why is the Earth round? So, the very first Asian
person, or the first Aboriginal Australian person, the first European, or first Native American, all descend from
these African people who spread out from Africa around 70, years ago. Our species first began in Africa and
the ancestors of all of us alive, no matter where we live today, are Africans. Ask an adult to send your question
to us. You can send an audio recording of your question too, if you want. Send as many questions as you like!
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4: The Strange Story of the First Person Disqualified From the Olympics for Doping
Fallout nearly went first-person back in When Fallout 3 made the switch to first-person, it was a point of contention for
RPG fans. The Fallouts that had come before had been isometric, and.

How many people were raised from the dead in the Bible? The Bible records several accounts of resurrection.
Every time a person is raised from the dead, it is a stupendous miracle, showing that the God who is Himself
the Source of Life has the ability to give life to whom He willâ€”even after death. The following people were
raised from the dead in the Bible: In her grief, the woman brought the body of her son to Elijah with the
assumption that his presence in her household had brought about the death of her boy as a judgment on her
past sin. The prophet brought the boy to his mother, who was filled with faith in the power of God through
Elijah: Elisha regularly stayed in Shunem in an upper room prepared for him by this woman and her husband.
Then, without even telling her husband the news, she departed for Carmel to find Elisha verses 22â€” When
she found Elisha, she pleaded with him to come to Shunem. As soon as Elisha and the Shunammite woman
arrived back home, Elisha went to the upper room, shut the door, and prayed. Elisha arose, walked about the
room, and stretched himself out on the body again. The boy then sneezed seven times and awoke from death
verse Elisha then delivered the boy, alive again, to his grateful mother verses 36â€” Elisha is connected with
another resurrection that occurred after his death. Sometime after Elisha had died and was buried, some men
were burying another body in the same area. This is the first of the resurrections that Jesus performed. As the
Lord approached the town of Nain, He met a funeral procession leaving the city. In the coffin was a young
man, the only son of a widow. Jesus came close and touched the coffin and spoke to the dead man: And thus
Jesus turned the funeral into a praise and worship service: Jesus also showed His power over death by raising
the young daughter of Jairus, a synagogue leader. The Lord was surrounded by crowds when Jairus came to
Him, begging Him to visit his house and heal his dying twelve-year-old daughter verses 41â€” Jesus turned to
Jarius with words of hope: Jesus and His disciples then left the resurrected girl with her astonished parents.
Lazarus of Bethany John The third person that Jesus raised from the dead was His friend Lazarus. Word had
come to Jesus that Lazarus was ill, but Jesus did not go to Bethany to heal him. A couple days later, Jesus told
His disciples that Lazarus had died, but He promised a resurrection: Jesus asked to see the grave. Others,
however, refused to believe in Jesus and plotted to destroy both Jesus and Lazarus John Various saints in
Jerusalem Matthew The Bible mentions some resurrections that occurred en masse at the resurrection of
Christ. Those open tombs remained open until the third day. On the day that Jesus was raised to life, these
saints were also raised and became witnesses in Jerusalem of the life that only Jesus can give. Tabitha, whose
Greek name was Dorcas , was a believer who lived in the coastal city of Joppa. Her resurrection was
performed by the apostle Peter. When she died, the believers in Joppa were filled with sadness. They laid the
body in an upper room and sent for Peter, who was in the nearby town of Lydda verses 37â€” Peter came at
once and met with the disciples in Joppa, who showed him the clothing that Dorcas had made for the widows
there verse Peter sent them all out of the room and prayed. The overjoyed believers received their resurrected
friend, and the news spread quickly throughout the city. Eutychus was a young man who lived and died and
lived again in Troas. He was raised from the dead by the apostle Paul. The believers in Troas were gathered in
an upper room to hear the apostle speak. Since Paul was leaving town the next day, he spoke late into the
night. One of his audience members was Eutychus, who sat in a window and, unfortunately, fell asleep.
Eutychus slipped out of the window and fell three stories to his death verse 9. Eutychus came back to life,
went upstairs, and ate a meal with the others. Of course, any list of resurrections in the Bible must include the
resurrection of Jesus Christ. His death and resurrection are the focal point of Scripture and the most important
events in the history of the world. Lazarus died twice; Jesus rose, nevermore to die.
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5: FIRST-PERSON: Back-to-school prayers for our children
Where did the first person come from? - Maeve, age 8, Adelaide. What an awesome question, Maeve! It's one that has
stumped many scientists over the years. And, as we travel back in time.

The cliche about actors is that they need constant reassurance. For Morton the drive feels different â€” the
point is to work on her own terms, in her own way. When I was younger and the chance came along to be, for
want of a better word, a movie star, I declined. I kept that world of his away from me. In , her experiences
shaped the one film she has so far made as a director, The Unloved. When it was released, she gave an
interview to the Guardian disclosing that she had been sexually abused as a child. Sexual abuse is not
something to ever be dismissed. If somebody says another person has done something to them, we listen. It is
a duty. Her history still informs her professional choices. Are the film-makers nice people? When she
mentions her research before Two for Joy â€” demanding Beard specify the medication her character was
taking, hitting Google to pinpoint the side-effects â€” I ask if she thinks attitudes to mental health have
improved in Britain. But our government is completely devoid of understanding about what triggers mental
health problems, which is poverty, debt, a lack of respect and dignity. Has Theresa May got one scrap of
genuine concern for what her policies do to ordinary people? They just do not care. It makes me judder. Did
she find it a relief to get out of the Britain of ? She started acting before she was in her teens, starter jobs in
Soldier Solider and Cracker coming while she was living in care. Yet Hollywood and Britain both proved to
have limited space for her talent. With her otherworldly presence, she was wrong for the underwritten wives
that were still then the norm for female roles. About the hours people have to work. Fate brought other
troubles. In , she suffered a stroke after an injury sustained during a house renovation. The causes were
myriad, the result that now, on the big screen, perhaps the most gifted film actor in the country juggles
supporting parts in Fantastic Beasts with films so small they fall through the cracks. Yet she is tickled by the
idea there will be untold viewers seeing her for the first time in The Walking Dead without ever knowing she
was once Morvern Callar. I enjoy being a secret. Like the first time you see Dennis Hopper and then you
realise he had this mindblowing career. Back in the 50s, how many amazing women were caught in the studio
system? I am so lucky. She is due back in Britain this year to film her last series of the TV show Harlots.
Beyond that, she says, all bets are off. I just tell myself stay strong, Sam. This has been corrected.
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Karl Smallwood Leave a comment Olympians have been bending and occasionally breaking the rules in an
effort to give themselves an edge over the competition since the games began. As for the Games, despite that a
large percentage of Olympians are thought to have been using performance enhancing drugs, they only
managed to catch and disqualify one guy. What dangerous substance did he take to get himself disqualified?
Much like the athletes that wear colored tape see: When the Olympic Games were revived in the 19th century,
athletes were similarly open to having various substances put into their bodies if it had even a small chance at
giving them the ability to perform citius, altius, fortius. At the time, strychnine was used in small doses as a
performance enhancing drug. Anything but small doses would, of course, kill the athlete via asphyxiation due
to paralysis of the respiratory muscles. They gave Hicks three doses during the raceâ€¦ This was only part of
the way in which his trainers almost killed him. You see, while his trainers were willing to give him,
essentially, rat poison and brandy, they refused to give him any water despite the sweltering Missouri summer
heat. By the end of the race, Hicks was delusional and had to more or less be carried to and over the finish line
as he was too weak to remain upright on his own. He immediately passed out upon finishing and the doctor
was unable to revive him for almost a full hour. Despite not being able to finish the race without help, he was
nevertheless declared the victor. The Trials and Tribulations of Olympic Marathon Runners And if you
thought that being carried over the finish line made for a questionable victory, Hicks only won after it emerged
that the first person to finish, Fred Lorz, had traversed most of the course by car. You see, due to the
amazingly bad conditions in the race, Lorz decided to quit and hitched a ride back to the starting point.
Eventually his automotive adventure came to light, at which point he claimed his pretending he ran had all
been a joke. Back to doping in the Olympics. That athlete was a cyclist competing in the games on behalf of
Denmark called Knud Enemark Jensen. Although testing was in effect during the Winter Olympics in
Grenoble, France, no athlete is known to have been caught with a performance enhancing drug in their system.
At the time the Winter and Summer Olympics occurred in the same year During those Olympics, as
mentioned, Swedish athlete Hans-Gunnar Liljenwall was found to have alcohol in his system. Though alcohol
may seem like the exact opposite of a dangerous performance enhancing drug given that it dulls the senses,
clouds judgement, and is otherwise pretty safe in moderation, in the right quantities, there was, and still is, a
popular idea that it gives one an advantage. You see, they only used urine tests during the games out of fear
that blood tests could potentially spread infection or cause some sort of injury to the athletes. Women had
another trick up their, wellâ€¦ not sleevesâ€¦ in the use of a condom filled with clean urine cleverly hidden
inside the vagina. Because the IOC was only testing urine and the tests were fairly inaccurate and not very
sensitive on the whole, more low-tech methods of avoiding detection included drinking a lot of water to dilute
results beyond the capabilities of the testing of the age to detect anything in, or simply rejecting the test results
for various reasons. For instance, in a non-Olympic event at the Weightlifting World Championship in Ohio,
all three medalists were found to have banned substances in their urine. Despite this, they were allowed to
keep their winning medals. Given that the orginisation knew well that pretty much all of the top lifters were
using drugs, they reasoned the winner should probably just be the best of the cheaters. This same problem
plagued the Olympics as well. Robert Voy, formerly in charge of drug testing for the U. This now nonexistent
method meant all samples were collected but either were not tested or were simply poured down the drain.
They scoffed at testing notices and went right on with their routine drug use with little fear of detection. The
actual number of track athletes using is thought to have been higher as presumably not everyone taking
steroids would be so keen on admitting it, even in an informal survey. The reason they could be so flippant,
particularly about using steroids was that, while drugs like alcohol, heroin, and cocaine were being tested for,
as previously mentioned, at this points steroids were not. And yes, that is really a thing, even today- see: It
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would not be until the late s when Canadian sprinter Ben Johnson stunned the world by setting a new world
record- 9. Beyond Johnson, there was evidence that six of the eight sprinters in that race were likely using
steroids. This was a problem in the sport that famed Olympian Carl Lewis who finished 9. Francis also
claimed that at the time all the top athletes in the sport were taking steroids. Not only that, but 20 actually
tested positive but were nevertheless cleared for the Games by the IOC. They were also supposedly refusing to
pay the IOC owed funds and threatening to withdraw broadcasting the Olympics that year if such a thing
happened before the Games. Unfortunately for those that play within the rules, for some, ignoring them for the
chance of a podium and the financial windfall that comes with it is sometimes seen as worth the risk of getting
caught.
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7: NPR Choice page
The first person he called was Dallas Mavericks coach Rick Carlisle. "That was a major call for me because he's one of
those guys I played for and he knew me," said Wallace.

When a TV show wants to have a gamer character, what kind of thing is he usually playing? No on-screen
avatar to jerk around like a puppet. Your monitor is your eyes. Your mouse, your rifle. The connection is
direct and immediate. In this article, we trace the genre back to the beginning and try to talk about every single
FPS ever released on a major platform, along with links to videos of gameplay footage. If we forgot anything,
let us know in the comments. See Through Your Eyes Computer graphics was unexplored country in the s.
Once systems moved from punchcards to pixels on a screen, programmers started figuring out ways to make
those pixels do interesting things. It was clunky, but nothing like it had ever been tried. This put you in control
of a spaceship, not a human, but it rendered a 3D world in wireframe. Later iterations of the game would
become Panther , a tank simulation that would make the jump to the arcades a few years later. Insert Coin Any
history of video games has to start in the arcades. Although we typically associate FPS gameplay with home
computers, the arcades did see a few precursors to the genre, as well as some interesting takes on the idea. The
vector-rendered game put players behind the treads of a deadly assault tank, capable of rotating and moving in
any direction across a featureless landscape dotted with geometric solids and enemy foes. With players
navigating a dangerous maze infested with deadly creatures â€” and even able to shoot each other in two
player mode â€” it was essentially Doom seen from above. It controlled with the unusual combination of a
joystick for movement paired with a light gun for aiming and shooting, and cabinets could be networked
together for multi-player deathmatches. It put players in the role of a Pac-Man like orb in a right-angled maze,
able to move in any direction and shoot deadly bubbles at other Pacs. Using the MIDI in and out ports
typically delegated to sound recording and processing, the game could communicate with as many as 16
players in the same maze although anything over 4 typically caused massive amounts of lag. Competitive
deathmatches were fun, especially because users could create their own mazes with a simple text editor. Using
a curious hardware hack, it enabled up to 16 of the portable consoles to be networked together for massive
multiplay. But this game was a curiosity more than anything. When Carmack figured out a way to render 3D
environments just as quickly as 2D ones, it energized the newborn company to innovate once more. Carmack
developed the concept of raycasting with an earlier title called Catacomb 3D â€” making the computer only
draw what the player could see, rather than the whole world around him â€” and it unshackled 3D gaming
from the world of flight simulators and other niche wonk stuff. John Romero and Tom Hall pushed the
experience to be fast and visceral, keeping players constantly on their toes unlike the slower-paced fare of the
time. The game saw , copies sold in a year, with publisher Apogee commissioning sequels and even releasing
a collection of ! It was a tremendous hit and single-handedly created a new genre. And then, eighteen months
later, there was Doom. With a couple side stops to make Hovertank 3-D faster rendering and Catacomb 3-D
mapping textures to surfaces , they had all the tools they needed. The team could now map surface textures
onto 3D objects, have floors at varying altitudes, and light different areas at different levels of illumination.
When attempts to gain the Aliens license fell through, Carmack revised the concept to be about technology vs.
One of the things that made Doom so fascinating was that its creatures lived in a simulated ecosystem and
interacted with each other as well as the player. Throw in a slamming soundtrack and you had a visceral,
violent experience that defined a genre. It still saw a sequel, Blake Stone: Both were competent but unexciting
takes on a formula that was already growing stale. Hexen let players choose from three character classes and
access side routes and hub areas that required more exploration and backtracking. The game also boasted
destructible objects in the environment and some rudimentary physics. The Macintosh platform had fewer
developers working on it, but at least one legendary FPS landed there in the early years. This is the first FPS
that I can remember playing â€” the newspaper in Seattle that I worked for right out of high school would
have massive all-night Marathon sessions. Players were trapped on a derelict space station with a malevolent
artificial intelligence hindering their progress. It would inspire multiple sequels, both directly and in the
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Bioshock franchise, which took significant inspiration from it. John providing wisecracks for Duke to spout as
he annihilated piglike aliens. Creators 3D Realms also launched the Shadow Warrior series, which iterated on
the formula with sexual content, improved level geometry and transparent water. Sequels and reboots followed
sporadically through the years. We could fill an entire article with the B-rate rip-offs and Doom-alikes that
quickly flooded the market like Gore Galore , H. None of them added anything of import to the genre â€” it
would be up to iD to do that. Pushing Polygons The primary limitation for games built on the Doom engine
was its insistence on using sprites for character and object art. Once that changed, things could get very
interesting. There were contenders to the throne, though. In , Epic released Unreal, which was built on their
own engine and allowed for a number of features that were incredibly exciting. Man On Man Competitive
multiplayer was a big part of first-person gaming from the very beginning, but the rise of the national Internet
infrastructure made finding people to play with incredibly easy in the late s, especially on college campuses
wired with lightning-fast T1 lines. The skimpy singleplayer was an excuse to train players against bots, but the
meat was the online and LAN play. The game was massively successful and inspired others to work on similar
projects. Eschewing tight corridors for open arenas optimized for multiplayer, it was a beautifully tuned game
with a high skill ceiling and featured an emphasis on fast movement. Doing that let you jet across the map
insanely fast. Telling Stories Most early first-person shooters were pretty light on the narrative. The release of
Half-Life in forced the industry to up their game in a serious way. It made environmental storytelling one of
the key elements of the genre. One of the most critically lauded attempts came with the Bioshock series, all
three of which transplanted players into fascinating, carefully-built worlds where they had to wrestle with
moral and ethical quandaries while blasting foes and using supernatural powers. The Real World As
technology improved, the simulated world of first-person shooters became more and more realistic. They
wanted to really inhabit these fantasy worlds, and to do that developers needed physics. That would open a
whole new can of worms, both good and bad. One of the first games to really push physics as a major part of
the experience was Jurassic Park: As protagonist Anne, you could put your arm out and roughly manipulate
objects like boards and boxes that responded with simulated collisions based on the laws of motion we live
with every day. Dispensing with the run-and-gun feel of Doom, Rainbow Six required you to plan your assault
carefully, as a single mistake could be fatal. The game was a huge hit and inspired a staggering ten sequels.
The over-the-top craziness of Quake and its children also saw a reaction from players who wanted something a
little more grounded. Counter-Strike was released in as a Half-Life mod that pit teams of terrorists and
counter-terrorists against each other in objective-based missions. Dead players are banished to spectate until a
new round starts, meaning that every action matters. It became wildly popular and launched a competitive
scene of its own. On consoles, saw the release of the first game in the Medal of Honor series. With a story by
Steven Spielberg, the game put players in the thick of World War II, with tense skirmishes featuring some of
the most advanced enemy AI of the time. The game launched a franchise that would continue until on multiple
platforms. Do It Your Way In opposition to linear story-driven shooters, other designers started to push the
envelope in a more expansive direction. The Dark Project put as much focus on stealth as combat, giving
players a wide range of abilities and letting them loose to complete areas in whatever way they saw fit.
Multiple solutions existed to every problem, from out-and-out carnage to hacking and sneaking, and it resulted
in a genre-defining game that set a new bar for first-person adventure. Console Party First-person shooters
became one of the leading reasons to game on a PC. Sure, the Super Nintendo saw a decent port of Doom, but
without networking features the experience was pretty lacking. Rare was a British company primarily known
for their Nintendo titles, including the criminally difficult Battletoads. That game would be Goldeneye , and it
would prove that a console-exclusive FPS could play with the big boys. Goldeneye got over the limitations of
the N64 no online play, for one with clever technical hacks. They followed it up with Perfect Dark , which was
an improvement in many ways with better graphics, tighter enemy AI and more multiplayer options. Publisher
Acclaim, notable for their investment in licensed titles, dipped a toe in the genre with Turok for the Nintendo
Other first-person shooters on early home systems included the odd Jumping Flash , a Japanese game starring
a robot rabbit who could perform massive vertical hops, Kileak: Weird Stuff The golden age of first-person
shooters saw some pretty unusual takes on the genre, as everybody and their mother wanted to cash in. Forbes
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Corporate Warrior is, on the package, a guide to modern business. The result was Chex Quest , a beloved
blaster built in the Doom engine that lets you blast enemies with milk and cereal. Amazingly, the game
received a pair of sequels in and Terror In Christmas Town , made with the Pie in the Sky engine, is a creepy,
primitive holiday-themed game that tasks you with defeating an evil polar bear who has abducted Santa Claus.
The doomed 3DO system saw the release of Cyberdillo in , an ostensibly humorous shooter casting the
protagonist as a roadkill armadillo enhanced with mechanical parts and set on a mission of vengeance. The
FPS put you in the shoes of a Roman student who has to venture into a series of catacombs to rescue friends
and smite Satan. The Waiting Game In the early days, companies pumped out games fast and furious. But as
designers got more ambitious and technology got more complex, FPS titles took longer and longer to make.
The industry entered a period of long delays and release dates being postponed over and over. Originally
intended to be completed from start to finish in seven months and released for Christmas , the project already
looked dated and had to switch to the Quake II engine midway through development, a task that took over a
year in itself. The franchise reboot is pretty much unrelated but still very solid. The king of first-person
vaporware for many years was Duke Nukem Forever , which was announced in April of and finally released in
â€” a development period of 14 years. During that time, the game shifted engines multiple times and when it
came out was pretty harshly savaged by critics, putting the final nail in the franchise. Engine Wars After iD
came to fame with the Doom engine, other software developers saw a path to fame and fortune by creating
their own 3D engines that they could reuse and license.
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8: getting back to the first person - General Messages - RootsMagic Forums
The presentation slide from mentioned third-person- and first-person-perspective gameplay in "Cyberpunk " CD Projekt
RED. Looking back at a presentation CD Projekt RED developers gave.

Yes, I would love for my children to ace all of their classes, always have someone to sit with at lunch and
receive all of the best awards at the end of the year. However, would the ease of a great year truly build strong
character and emotional endurance? Yes, it would be easy, but muscles are not built by a life of ease. In the
same way, my overarching prayer for my children this year is that their spiritual, emotional and academic
muscles will grow stronger and their endurance through instruction and personal relationships will grow
deeper and wider. Specifically, these are the three ways I will pray for my children during the coming school
year. I pray they will grow in their love of God and learn to trust Him more. As of just recently, all four of my
children have accepted Christ as their Savior. I pray this year they will continue to grow in knowledge of Him.
I wish this was as easy to measure as their physical growth, but this year I will look for opportunities to gauge
where they are in their walk with Christ. I pray that my children will see Him move in ways they have not
experienced before. I know this cannot always be done with sunny skies and cool breezes. I pray when the
hard days come for my children, I can help them turn to Christ for comfort or direction. Of course, this means
that I myself need to strive after the Lord wholeheartedly as well. If I desire them to draw closer to Christ, I
must draw closer to Christ as well. I pray they will continue to grasp the command of Colossians 3: The sin
tendency within us automatically gravitates towards laziness and self-centeredness, but I pray we will learn to
counteract that tendency with a heart toward working for the Lord in whatever we find ourselves doing. In the
same vein, the second part of this verse is equally important. Many tasks are attached to immediate rewards,
either personal or social. A child does his schoolwork in hopes of a good grade. She completes chores with the
expectation of an allowance. He practices an instrument to impress the instructor. Earthly rewards are not bad
for children, and in some instances they help spur them on to work harder. However, the insatiable desire to
please their Savior and honor Him with a good work ethic is important over a lifetime. Therefore, my prayer
this year is that my children may simply grow in their understanding of what it means to "work as unto the
Lord. I pray my children will have opportunities to learn to love well. At school, there are many different
personalities. Each instructor, each peer will have good days and bad days. I pray that my children will flex
their love and compassion muscles to show grace to those around them. Honestly, this does not come easily
for all my kids, but to love those around us is a way we can point people to Christ in a very tangible way. I
pray my children will look for opportunities to be kind and to love with the same love that Christ has so
greatly given us. When I first began to pray intentionally for my children in this way, they were in pre-school
and early elementary. Now, they span middle elementary to middle school. Each has grown a lot in knowledge
and stature. Their walk with the Lord is living and active, and it is the true joy of a parent to watch the Lord
work in them personally. One of the greatest benefits of praying for your children is to see their daily struggles
and triumphs. It is when I pray for them that I slow down and think, in depth, about each of my children, each
personality, each circumstance, each talent, each struggle. As this school year starts, it is my desire to continue
praying for them with renewed purpose. May this year be fruitful and powerful in drawing each of us, myself
and my children, closer to the Lord. Melanie Lenow and her husband Evan, an ethics professor at
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, are parents to four children. This column first appeared at
BiblicalWoman.
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9: Resurrected back to life!
Who is the first person in the recorded history of the world whose name we know? rather than a prophet, a poet, or a
great conqueror." Most of what people did back then was business. Kings.

The First Person on the Moon NASA It was Kennedy was the president of the United States. He wanted to
land humans on the moon. The United States had just started trying to put people in space. Was NASA ready
to go to the moon? The president and NASA knew they could do it. They were ready to put people on the
moon. They also had to come back to Earth safely. Apollo 11 blasted off on July 16, Four days later,
Armstrong and Aldrin landed on the moon. They landed on the moon in the Lunar Module. It was called the
Eagle. Collins stayed in orbit around the moon. He did experiments and took pictures. The sign the astronauts
left on the moon says, "Here men from the planet Earth first set foot upon the moon July , A. We came in
peace for all mankind. He and Aldrin walked around for three hours. They picked up bits of moon dirt and
rocks. They put a U. They also left a sign on the moon. The two astronauts returned to orbit, joining Collins.
On July 24, , all three astronauts came back to Earth safely. It took less than 10 years. Humans had walked on
the moon.
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